
7 Key Checks in preparing for an Autodesk audit

Although Autodesk have, over the last year, been phasing out its perpetual licences for its 
AutoCAD in favour of cloud subscriptions, existing users are still exposed to audit checks.

Many businesses in the architecture, engineering or design fields use Autodesk products as 
standard and continue to have these running, with or without upgrades, often for periods of 
more than 10 years.  Autodesk is pressing all users to move now to a subscription model but it 
has explicitly confirmed that it will be continuing to offer maintenance and support for some 
years to come. The possibility however of an Autodesk audit remains a continuing prospect 
for many for some years to come.

Many businesses on legacy Autodesk systems may only rarely interface with Autodesk.  In 
turn, Autodesk ae sufficiently alert to know that there is far greater uncertainty with regard to 
usage of its programs by such businesses as opposed to those in a subscription scenario 
where there will be dialogue at least on a yearly basis.  

Although Autodesk have, over the last year, been phasing out its perpetual licences for its 
AutoCAD in favour of cloud subscriptions, existing users are still exposed to audit checks

The risk, therefore, of receiving an audit letter either from Autodesk itself or from the 
Software Alliance (previously the BSA) continues therefore for those using a perpetual licence 
model.  

AutoCAD and other programs can represent a major overhead cost for businesses in the 
design field and, with costs continuously under pressure, decisions to ensure fully compliant 
software licencing can be neglected at board level.  It is crucial, however, that businesses 
correctly examine their own use of the software to know the risks and to take at least some 
steps to limit the potential for a heavy non-compliance fine. Autodesk is an active auditor of 
usage of its products: sooner or later, an official audit will commence.  

There are a number of issues which you should check in advance. A continuing issue is that 
the Autodesk Licence and Services Agreement (LSA) limits usage to either a particular named 
territory within the licence or, if not stated, then only to the specific country in which the 
licensee acquires a licence.  There is an enlargement for European users where a licensee 



within any part of the EU will gain a licence for all countries of the EU.  

Clearly, following Brexit, if this provision remains, then there is the possibility of the 
licence defaulting back to a UK-only licence rather than a full EU wide licence.  

Unless specifically stated in the licence, permission is not given for usage on desktop or 
portable devices outside the country – and so the establishment, for instance, of a 
representative office (or indeed just mobile marketing) in, say, Dubai, Hong Kong or 
Uzbekistan will be a breach of the LSA, entitling Autodesk to trigger additional licence 
fees. 

Licenses do not automatically allow usage on desktop or portable devices outside the 
country

The position is different, for instance, for other vendors such as Microsoft where its 
Enterprise Agreement specifically allows mobile usage by individuals provided their 
principal (office) device is fully licensed.  

Usage is also only permitted by ‘Licensee's Personnel’. It is important to recognise that this 
only covers employees and those "independent contractors working on Licensee's 
premises and who install and access the Licensed Materials only on and through 
computers owned or leased and controlled by Licensee".  

In other words, independent contractors who are either home workers or who use 
personally-owned Macs in the studio are not covered by the Autodesk Licence – they 
need to be employees ie paid on a PAYE basis or independently licensed even if working 
on your project(s).  

Many young designers have AutoCAD already – but with education-only use. There are 
substantial discounts for students provided they are currently enrolled at a qualified 
educational institution – a school or recognised college or university.  However, these 
licences do not, therefore, extend to usage by the same person within a commercial office 
environment and any discs or licence keys brought in to accommodate the extra desk 
would not be correct. 

Usage under these programs flags up an educational use imprint but this can be removed 
by use of Autodesk’s DWG TrueView – but only in relation to AutoCAD 2015 and newer.

There is a danger with double installations. Unless there is a Relationship Program in 
place, the general rule is that, where any new version of the software is installed, then the 
previous version must be fully deleted within 120 days of the upgrade.  If this is not done 



then there is a danger in any audit that both versions are counted even if they are 
installed on the same Mac and there is only a single user who would habitually use either 
one version or the other.

Surprisingly Autodesk licenses ae generally limited to one legal entity - the specific named 
legal company in the Licence Agreement. Use therefore within any other group 
companies or indeed by any connected individuals may be unlicensed.  

In the USA, where under-licensing is found, Autodesk generally looks for a payment of 3 x
MSRP (manufacturer’s suggested retail price) with no discount + all attorney fees. 

It is doubtful, however, if this is similarly enforceable within the United Kingdom where 
damages are typically limited to the standard commercial licence fee and, only in extreme 
situations, subject to any uplift.  Any demands, therefore, for excessive licence fees should 
therefore be resisted.

If under-licensing is found, it is doubtful if Autodesk levy of 3 x retail price is valid  

The audit provision in the LSA is also extensive - and gives only a limited time period (15 
days) within which to respond.  Autodesk then has a right of access both for itself and its 
representatives with its right of inspection covering all "records, systems and facilities 
including machine IDs, serial numbers and related information".  

The audit can either be electronic or physical and Autodesk can also call for any records or 
information requested by it to verify lawful usage.  

Critically, however, there is an obligation, if any shortfall is found, to immediately pay for 
valid licences and also to pay the reasonable costs of the audit.  There is no threshold of 
non-compliance for the audit costs (other vendors, by contrast, concede a 10% shortfall
before demanding its professional costs for any audit carried out).  

Given Autodesk's extensive audit rights and a very tight 15 day timetable, in many cases it 
will be impossible for a customer to check all their licences and, if necessary, reconfigure 
their installations within that time period. This means that the customer is often 
surrendering itself to a full Autodesk audit with no realistic opportunity, beforehand, to 
ameliorate the situation.

The better advice is for customers to think ahead and to recognise that an 
Autodesk/Software Alliance audit is a clear and continuing risk.  It makes sense, therefore, 
to use experienced software licence consultants to review the complete situation 
beforehand and secure lowest cost solutions before the letter arrives. 
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1. Autodesk’s license is typically limited to 1 country – but, if within EU, then across 
the EU. Brexit may mean reverting to UK only for UK customers.

2. Independent contractors only covered if both working at company premises and 
using company desktops.  Take care with freelancers working from home.

3. Educational use licenses are possible but watermarks exposed if using AutoCAD 
2014 or earlier.

4. Replacement versions – previous version must be de-installed within 120 days to 
avoid duplicate license charges.

5. Group companies and connected individuals not included in license unless 
specifically negotiated

6. In under-licensing situations, Autodesk calls for a 3 x MSRP penalty may not be 
enforceable in UK

7. Audit rights are wide-ranging and customers may only be given 15 days advance 
notice




